FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MCI announces the launch of Direct Hire V2, it’s most advanced
recruitment software to date
MCI Consultants, the developer of Direct Hire Recruitment Software, today announced the
launch of Direct Hire Version 2.
“The development of Direct Hire Version 2 has been an ongoing project since 2015 and has been
a labour of love for our development team. This passion and dedication has resulted in the
creation of the most advanced and effective online recruitment software platform available to
date.” commented Rhett Davies, Business Partner at MCI Consultants.
“Direct Hire version 2 is a major upgrade to the platform and has made recruitment easier than
ever for our clients and their candidates. This is achieved through our cutting edge tech which
further automates recruitment processes and ensures even greater efficiency. Direct Hire V2 has
new beautifully designed interfaces and dashboards which deliver a terrific user experience. The
system’s ability to manage all HR recruitment workflow processes have been greatly enhanced
and delivers ease of use unlike anything seen before.” continued Davies.
“Along with delivering the unmatched workflow management that Direct Hire is known for, it
now also provides free advertising to selected online job portals, enhanced careers page SEO, free
syndication to job aggregators, enhanced social media plugins, integration to verification
companies, full mobile responsiveness and much more. One of the more impressive highlights of
the new version is our integration with open source machine learning tools which makes our
candidate CV search and reporting algorithms second to none.”
Direct Hire is a powerful, versatile and easy to use cloud hosted HR Recruitment software
solution for medium-sized and large organisations that has been specifically designed and
developed to automate the requisition-to-hire process for HR departments.
For further information, please contact Rhett Davies, MCI: tel 011 454-3420, fax 011 454-3417,
e-mail Rhett@mci.co.za

Editor’s note
MCI is a dynamic business information systems consulting firm based in Johannesburg, South
Africa specialising in providing IT solutions to medium and large companies across various
industries in South Africa, Africa and abroad.
MCI offers a complete solution, which can include project management, consulting services,
installation, training and support, packaged software implementations, hosted solutions, product
development, including e-commerce and mobile solutions, hardware supply and network and
communications services.
MCI’s superior performance and reputation is attributable to its passionate, dedicated team and
dynamic skill pool of consultants.

MCI’s approach is to continuously provide solutions to meet its clients' changing requirements.
MCI prides itself in delivering excellent customer service and building long-lasting partnerships
with its clients

